Maggie Chow– Consultant
Expertise
Providing strategic advice and guidance on technical and
compliance matters within the health and safety,
environment, quality, and wellbeing fields across a range of
sectors, industries, and jurisdictions. This ranges from
developing, implementing, and maintaining HSEQ
management systems, risk management and contractor
management processes, asbestos management, internal
and external auditing, wellbeing initiatives, cost benefit
analysis, management reporting and predictive analysis.

About
Maggie has a collaborative, pragmatic and innovative
approach to health and safety with developing and
implementing strategies and solutions to reduce risk profiles
across the business in a commercially and operationally
viable manner. Maggie has extensive experience working
with internal and external stakeholders at all levels, to
identify business improvement and opportunities while
providing legislatively compliant advice and support. This
involves analysing risk and financial based data to provide
recommendations around strategic areas by developing
management reports around lead and lag indicators and
return on investment analysis.
Maggie’s role as a Health, Safety and Environmental Advisor
at Speciality Fashion Group involved managing risks and
supporting staff across 1500 sites ranging from general
health and safety requirements to property, contractor
management and refurbishments of stores and
warehouses. She coordinated internal and external
contractor management processes ensuring accountability
and responsibility with all phases being covered in the
construction, design and specification lifecycle of a project.
During this time of Maggie’s involvement, Specialty Fashion
Group has won safety awards for excellence in reduction of
risks and costs and leading employer for best workplace
health and wellbeing initiative.

Recent Projects
•

•

Peabody – Defining and setting up the digital
record process to ensure compliance with
legislation emerging from the Hackitt Review
recommendations. Data analysis of Peabody’s
high-risk residential blocks for high level
reporting purposes to provide commercially and
financially viable information for strategic
direction to comply to new fire safety guidelines
for residential buildings. Setting up new fields in
Keystone to hold the information from our
findings for bulk upload and ensuring data
consistency and integrity with current fields
within Keystone. Proposed a risk scoring matrix
to be developed and utilized within Excel with
the option of Power BI integration.
Notting Hill Genesis – Delivery of Non ACM
Funding bids and involvement for process
improvement with data structure and filing
systems.

